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If I can better understand the cause and effect of food waste and
interpret consumers’ current mindset on the subject, then I can
make informed decisions to guide my design of a system that
helps limit individual food waste.
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MEDIA SCANS +

FOOD WASTE

ONE-ON-ONE

Understanding the impact of food
waste at both an individual and
global scale was crucial to my
project. I reviewed articles from
food waste field experts such as
NRDC, FAO and Feeding America.

I recruited a variety of participants
to track their food consumption
and waste for one week in photo
journals. My goal was to indirectly
observe what leads individuals to
eat, keep and throw out food.

Follow up discussions with my
participants allowed me to
learn their current knowledge
about food waste, day-to-day
meal planning strategies and
perceptions on food safety.

LITERARY REVIEW

DIARY ENTRIES

INTERVIEWS
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THE COSTS OF

FOOD WASTE

Wasting Food Wastes Everything

Water, land, fertilizer, energy, labor and many other
resources are used in vain for growing, harvesting,
transporting, processing and storing food items.

40%

of food produced for human
consumption gets thrown out, making food
waste the #1 contributor to U.S. landfills.

Wasted resources due to uneaten food
cost the U.S. $218 billion each year.
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The Consumer Contribution

Food is being wasted at an alarming rate, and consumers
are the largest source of it — more than restaurants and
grocery stores combined. A four-person family can easily
lose at least $1,500 a year on wasted food.

On average, one adult throws out 400 pounds of uneaten
food each year, costing them $450 annually...
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Yet, one in seven families face food insecurity in the United States.
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If we could redirect just one-third of food waste
to people in need, it would more than cover unmet
food needs across the country.
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THE CAUSE OF

FOOD WASTE
43%

of all food waste is caused by
consumer households due generally to
one or more of these six reasons:

General Lack of
Awareness

Best By

Confusion Over
Food Safety

Poor Storage

Impulse and
Bulk Purchases

Poor Planning

Overpreparing
Food at Home
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Who Are These Consumers?

Gen Z are the consumers of the future. They have
an estimated spending power of $44 billion as they
enter the workforce. These younger generations value
the planet, desire to make a positive impact and are
willing to get involved.
Gen Z considers price, aesthetic and convenience
as the top drivers when purchasing food.
The issue is that cheap, convenient food promotes
behaviors that undervalue fully using purchases.

“We try to meal plan, but I
feel like we are too busy
to plan properly.”
“I think reducing food waste starts with
putting less food on my plate; I need to
start cooking smaller portions.”

“I should make an effort to go
to the grocery once a week,
instead of shopping for three
weeks at a time. I also need
more self-control when buying
food to snack on.”
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“I want to feel confident that I am doing the
best thing for my planet and community”

CONSUMER

PERSONAS

Sustainability
Values

Conscious
Consumer

Weekly
Grocery Bill

Motivations

$310/week

Owen and her girlfriend are environmentally conscious when it comes to the brands they
support. Owen always makes an extra effort to shop locally. She spends hours each week
looking up recipes and storage tips that allow her to use the food she buys to its full potential.
Owen wishes she could use her time to make a difference instead of planning her schedule.

“I crave a variety of meals, but I don’t have
time to find new recipes or plan groceries”
Sustainability
Values

Busy Saver

Weekly
Grocery Bill
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Frequently
Cooks for

2

“It is difficult to accommodate my entire
family without breaking the budget”
Motivations

Sustainability
Values

- Save money and time
- Expand taste-palate

$50/week

When Joey began living on his own, he started cooking for himself. His busy school schedule and
college budget make it difficult for him to plan unique, healthy meals for the week. Joey often
buys in bulk to try to save money and time planning what to eat. However, he often gets bored
eating the same meal every day and began losing money from throwing out excess leftovers.

- Make a difference
environmentally
- Give back to the
local community

Supporter
Frequently
Cooks for

1

Weekly
Grocery Bill

Motivations

$260/week

Mindy’s grocery bill is exceedingly expensive because she has to buy extra food to accommodate
her picky toddler, gluten free son and vegetarian husband. With everyone on different diets, her
household often can’t make it through everything before the food spoils. Mindy is frustrated by
the amount of money she wastes each week on groceries and is tired of throwing food out.

- Save money
- Shop healthy
- Accommodate diets

Frequently
Cooks for

4
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CURRENT GROCERY SHOPPING

USER JOURNEY

04

Plan recipes to cook
for the next week

Create grocery list

03

Go to grocery store

Pain Point

Pain Points

Pain Points

Opportunities

Opportunities

Opportunities

It’s hard to find time to explore
and plan meal options.

What if meal planning happened
during the shopping experience?
What if grocery stores provided
inspiring recipes that teach shoppers
how to maximize their food?
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Unorganized lists make the shopping
experience take a long time and food
quantities rarely get recorded.

What if grocery lists conveniently
recorded how much of an ingredient
is needed for a recipe?
What if there was a way to quickly
and automatically organize grocery
lists to group food by store aisles?
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Shop deals to
maximize purchases

Checkout

Cook and prepare
food for the week

Pain Point

Pain Point

Pain Point

Opportunity

Opportunities

Opportunity

Impulse and bulk purchases lead
to food going unused and being
tossed out.
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05

What if there was a way to allow
consumers to buy the exact quantity
they needed, without raising prices
or increasing packaging?

When consumers leave, employees
throw away nearly-expired and
unwanted (bruised or ugly) food.

What if employees collected
unwanted food to give to food
insecure communities?
What if employees composted
rotten produce and returned the
nutrient rich soil back to vendors?

Food past its prime often gets
tossed out due to confusion about
food safety and date labels.

What if grocery stores educated their
consumers on better meal storage
techniques and clarified the taboos
of food safety and date labels?

Chain stores lack local produce
options and navigating aisles can 
be time consuming and frustrating.

What if grocery stores maintained a
partnership with local food vendors?
What if store aisles were reimagined
to be self-building meal prep stations?
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02

CONCEPT
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Design Intent
New User Journey
Project Goal + Attributes
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What is Ginger?

Ginger is an environmentally conscious grocery store focused on
thoughtful shopping. The store encourages and simplifies meal
planning, educates shoppers on food waste’s environmental
impacts and gives back to the food insecure population. This niche
grocery store allows consumers to focus on meal planning during
their shopping experience to instill good habits that inherently
limit individual food waste.

24

TO

TO

TO

Educate consumers about the
impacts of food waste to empower
a community of like-minded people.
Design a grocery store system that
enhances thoughtful shopping.

Provide tips on how to properly
store and revive food. Teach
customers about new recipes that
use food to its fullest potential.
Share what others are doing in the
community to combat food waste.

Donate nearly-expired food
to local resource ministries
through volunteer and employee
programs. Compost spoiled
produce and return nutrient-rich
soil back to the store’s vendors.

REDUCE

INSPIRE

GIVE
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NEW GROCERY SHOPPING

USER JOURNEY
Guiding Principles

1. Saving money and time are important factors when it comes to shopping
2. Many people throw out food because of bad planning and confusion about food safety
3. People care about making a differenceboth environmentally and socially

CONSUMER JOURNEY
Planning

Shopping

Using

Open the Ginger App to
browse, choose and favorite
suggested recipes

Use the grocery list on
the app to maximize aisle
efficiency in store

Cook a pre-prepared meal
from one of the meal stations

Watch the grocery list
automatically update on
the app with each selection

Visit meal stations to prep &
portion meals for the week

Explore the quarterly
magazine Live Ginger to
learn about food waste

Easily organize and meal
plan on the app’s calendar

Round up at checkout to
donate to local food banks

Learn how to properly store
produce to keep it fresh and
find recipes that use food
scraps to their full potential

“ It’s easy to choose new recipes 
for the week and quickly build an
organized grocery list.”

“ These meal stations allow me to
customize dinner so everyone in my
family can enjoy a great-priced meal!”

“ I am thankful that my produce 
lasts longer now that I know how
to properly store and use it.”

EMPLOYEE JOURNEY
Before Open
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During Hours

Stock meal stations with a
variety of inclusive options

Move rotten produce to
compost bins in the back

Rotate meal stations based
on seasonal, local produce

Collect nearly-expired food
to donate to local food banks

After Close
Give composted, nutrientrich soil back to local vendors
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Project Goals

Create a design-system with a developed brand, publication and
mobile app that work together to educate consumers about food
waste, simplify meal planning and encourage giving back to the
food insecure.
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THE

THE

THE

A recognizable brand system that
educates and inspires people to
consistently make a difference in
their communities. Ginger is more
than a brand — it’s a lifestyle!

Educates readers on the costs of
food waste and how they can make
a difference. Provides tips on how
to store and revive food. Teaches
customers recipes that use food to
its fullest potential.

Includes a new food-search feature
that provides information including
nutrition, storage tips and recipes.
Offers an interactive meal planning
calendar and grocery list so that
shoppers can easily plan at home.

BRAND

MAGAZINE

APPLICATION
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03

BRAND

30

Brand Spirit
Name + Brandmark
Typography
Color Palette
Photography
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THE GINGER

BRAND SPIRIT
our spirit

our values

our experience

conscious

rooted in
responsible
food use

confident

satisfying

showing great care or caution;
extremely cautious and aware

Informed by food itself

personalized

inspirational

gin·ger·ly
adjective

collaborative

caring
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Inspired by acting gingerly

convenient

generous

educational

Why Ginger?

inclusive
smart

gin·ger
noun

a plant’s root that is chopped or
powdered into a spice for cooking

approachable
33

DESIGNING THE

BRANDMARK

The Final Brandmark

The final mark is directly symbolic of a ginger root.
While organic in shape, the mark remains simple,
bold and unique. The five nubs of the ginger
root represent the stores five values — education,
inspiration, care, consciousness and generousness.
The asymmetric mark reminds customers that food
grows in unique shapes and sizes — and all food
waste warriors know that even ugly produce should
be should be valued and respected!
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ADDING

TYPOGRAPHY
Avenir Next Regular

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Linux Libertine Bold

Linux Libertine Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Avenir Next Demi Bold

Avenir Next Medium

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Avenir Next Demi Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890

Avenir Next Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Typography

Avenir Next is the official typeface for Ginger. This simple,
modern sans-serif has a smooth geometric appearance
that complements the soft edges in the Ginger mark.
Linux Libertine Bold is the secondary typeface for Ginger.
This serif shows the brand’s personality. It is reserved for
important headings, titles and the typographic lockup.
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Ginger Tan

#cda584
c16 m33 y47 k4
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#f29620
c2 m48 y100 k0

#89c4c8
c47 m7 y21 k0

#613051
c58 m87 y42 k32

#765f4c
c16 m33 y47 k54

Citrus Orange

Sugar Blue

Plum Purple

Coconut Brown

Tomato Red

#dc4e24
c9 m84 y100 k1

Lettuce Green
#7bb163
c57 m11 y80 k0

Kale Green

#1a856c
c84 m26 y67 k9
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INTRODUCING

PHOTOGRAPHY
Food wasting habits are hard to break, so
Ginger takes a bold, punchy style for their
photography and graphic elements. Ginger
photography is colorful, authentic, crisp
and free. We aren’t afraid to show imperfect
produce or tell the truth in our images.

Type + Photography

The Ginger name is often seen without its mark.
Photography can complement typography in
expressive, organic and energetic ways.
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MAGAZINE

42

Content
Style Iteration
Final Style
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Front
Cover

Article
FW
Warrior

The Live Ginger magazine was designed to educate readers on the
costs of food waste and on how they can work to make a difference
with their own food waste impact. The magazine provides easy tips on
how to store and revive food. It also inspires customers with recipes
that use nearly-expired foods and food scraps to their fullest potential.

AD
Bread
Butts

Article
Art of
Freezing

AD
Ask
Alexa

Recipe
Carrot
Soup

Recipe
Panzanella

Contents

Article
Ginger’s
Impact

Article
The Costs
of FW

AD
Ugly
Produce

Article
Food
Banks

Article
Ginger
Interview

Article
Date
Labels

ADVICE
Section

Article
Food
Revival

Recipe
Lemon
Chicken

Recipe
Pumpkin
Pie

Article
Half
Portions

TIPS
Food
Storage

RECIPE
Section

Recipe
Pancakes

Recipe
Banana
Bread

Recipe
Leftovers
Curry

Recipe
Vegetable
Salad

Recipe
Ugly
Pasta

Recipe
Scraps
Falafel

AD
The App
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STYLE

NO. 1

ITERATIONS
NO. 1

— Rooted in Responsible Food Use —

The second style uses bold color and soft,
rounded edges on images and shapes.
Photography floods the pages to invite
readers deeper into the content.

— Rooted in Responsible Food Use —

live

40

Our Whole Carrot Soup makes
the roots and tops the stars of
this cozy, autumnal soup

Ginger
01
02
03
04

HELLO!

Is your food burnt, too salty
or stale? Don’t toss it out; we
have tricks for food revival!

Start Thinking Like a
Food Waste Warrior

Saving food starts with a
passionate, creative mindset

Stories

Advice

Recipes

Ginger Makes a Difference

Deciphering Date Labels

Pancakes and Banana Bread

04
Food Banks Need Us

Let’s work together to redirect
uneaten food to fight hunger
instead of the landfill

24
26

40

12

30

42

14

31

44

16

32
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Food Storage Strategies

Think Like a Food Waste Warrior
Food Banks Need Us

What to do with your
Leftover Pumpkin Pie

The Art of Freezing
Alexa, Open Save the Food

Meet a Ginger Associate

Breathe new life into leftovers
with this sweet curry recipe

36

06

The Costs of Food Waste

Five Ways to Revive Food

18

Carrot Soup and Panzanella
Lemon Chicken with Asparagus
Pumpkin Pie and Pumpkin Curry
Roasted Vegetable Salad

48

Restaurants Serve Half Portions

Ugly Pasta and Scraps Falafel

Ginger Makes a Difference
written by founder Gabby Wilson

Ginger is an environmentally
conscious grocery store focused
on thoughtful shopping.
Our store encourages and
simplifies meal planning,
educates shoppers about the
environmental impact of food
waste and gives back to those
who are food insecure.

32

Is your food burnt, too salty
or stale? Don’t toss it out; we
have tricks for food revival!

Stories

Advice

Recipes
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Ginger Makes a Difference

Deciphering Date Labels

The Costs of Food Waste

Food Storage Strategies

Think Like a Food Waste Warrior
Food Banks Need Us

Saving food starts with a
passionate, creative mindset

32

Deciphering Date Labels

Here’s the truth: expiration
dates have nothing to do with
food safety

Our Whole Carrot Soup makes
the roots and tops the stars of
this cozy, autumnal soup

Hear first-hand
stories from a
proud employee

Start Thinking Like a
Food Waste Warrior

Hear first-hand
stories from a
proud employee

40

16

Deciphering Date Labels

16

2020

Live Gingerly

Here’s the truth: expiration
dates have nothing to do with
food safety

2020

What to do with your
Leftover Pumpkin Pie

The Art of Freezing

Pancakes and Banana Bread
Carrot Soup and Panzanella
Lemon Chicken with Asparagus

Alexa, Open Save the Food

Meet a Ginger Associate

Five Ways to Revive Food

18

Breathe new life into leftovers
with this sweet curry recipe

What is Ginger doing to reduce
food waste?
Ginger is striving to eliminate all
in-store food waste by 2020. This
wouldn’t be possible without
our motivated employees. Our
associates compost the bruised
and rotten produce from our
store to prevent it from going to
the landfill. We also have a team
dedicated to collecting nearlyexpired food and ugly produce
to donate directly to food banks
to help those in need. Donating
foods near the end of their prime
helps prevent food from going
bad in the first place. These two
actions have resulted in Ginger
reducing food waste by more
than 43 billion pounds each year!

Pumpkin Pie and Pumpkin Curry

labels, assist with meal portioning
and suggest storage techniques
to help keep food fresh longer.
Our store layout, signage and
self-building meal stations allow
guests to focus on meal planning
during their shopping experience
which instills good habits that
inherently limit individual food
waste. Additionally, we provide
our guests with delicious
recipes that utilize food scraps
to their fullest potential so less
gets tossed out. Check out this
month’s recipes on page 34!

How do customers play a role?
Statistics show that households
account for over 40 percent of
all food waste which is often due
to a lack of awareness and poor
planning. Because of this, Ginger
empowers their customers to
make a difference.

What is Ginger doing for the
local community?
Because we compost our
unusable produce, we can
provide nutrient-rich soil to
our local vendors, promoting a
circular economy. Not only are
we reducing waste, we are also
generating valuable resources
and supporting the local
community! Additionally, Ginger
hosts a variety of community
outreach events like food drives,
pop-up cooking classes and
education events at local schools.

Ginger’s awareness campaign
informs guests about the
environmental impact of food
waste and provides tips on how
they can make the most out
of their food. We work hard to
clarify the misconceptions of date

THE COSTS OF

FOOD WASTE
Did you know that 40 percent
of food produced for human
consumption gets tossed out?
This makes food waste the
number one contributor to
landfills—accountable for one-fifth
of all U.S. landfills by weight.
What does this look like on the
individual level? On average, one
person throws out 400 pounds of
uneaten food each year, costing
them about $450 annually.
Read more to discover how the
true costs of food waste add up.

Roasted Vegetable Salad

48

Restaurants Serve Half Portions

Why is Ginger considered a
generous brand?
Our food donation program is
our largest charitable effort. Last
year, Ginger donated $62,850
worth of food to local resource
ministries and food banks. This
was made possible through
monetary customer donations,
community food drives and our
employee-led food collection
initiative. Nothing is more
rewarding than redirecting food
to those in need. Discover what
food banks need on page 14.

stories // rooted in responsible food use

4

Ugly Pasta and Scraps Falafel

7

5

28% of farmland
grows food that we
never consume

Wasting Food Wastes Everything

“ALEXA, OPEN SAVE THE FOOD”

Every time a bag of lettuce is tossed aside, much more
than spoiled produce goes out the window. When we toss
food, resources are used in vain for growing, harvesting,
transporting, processing and storing food items.

Ginger Makes a Difference

21% of agricultural water gets
wasted when we throw out food

written by founder Gabby Wilson

Ginger is an environmentally
conscious grocery store focused
on thoughtful shopping.
Our store encourages and
simplifies meal planning,
educates shoppers about the
environmental impact of food
waste and gives back to those
who are food insecure.

What is Ginger doing to reduce
food waste?
Ginger is striving to eliminate all
in-store food waste by 2020. This
wouldn’t be possible without
our motivated employees. Our
associates compost the bruised
and rotten produce from our
store to prevent it from going to
the landfill. We also have a team
dedicated to collecting nearlyexpired food and ugly produce
to donate directly to food banks
to help those in need. Donating
foods near the end of their prime
helps prevent food from going
bad in the first place. These two
actions have resulted in Ginger
reducing food waste by more
than 43 billion pounds each year!

Why is Ginger considered a
generous brand?
Our food donation program is
our largest charitable effort. Last
year, Ginger donated $62,850
worth of food to local resource
ministries and food banks. This
was made possible through
monetary customer donations,
community food drives and our
employee-led food collection
initiative. Nothing is more
rewarding than redirecting food
to those in need. Discover what
food banks need on page 14.

labels, assist with meal portioning
and suggest storage techniques
to help keep food fresh longer.
Our store layout, signage and
self-building meal stations allow
guests to focus on meal planning
during their shopping experience
which instills good habits that
inherently limit individual food
waste. Additionally, we provide
our guests with delicious
recipes that utilize food scraps
to their fullest potential so less
gets tossed out. Check out this
month’s recipes on page 34!

How do customers play a role?
Statistics show that households
account for over 40 percent of
all food waste which is often due
to a lack of awareness and poor
planning. Because of this, Ginger
empowers their customers to
make a difference.

What is Ginger doing for the
local community?
Because we compost our
unusable produce, we can
provide nutrient-rich soil to
our local vendors, promoting a
circular economy. Not only are
we reducing waste, we are also
generating valuable resources
and supporting the local
community! Additionally, Ginger
hosts a variety of community
outreach events like food drives,
pop-up cooking classes and
education events at local schools.

Ginger’s awareness campaign
informs guests about the
environmental impact of food
waste and provides tips on how
they can make the most out
of their food. We work hard to
clarify the misconceptions of date

3.9 billion pounds of
nutrients are lost through
wasted fertilizer each year

The Art of Freezing

THE COSTS OF

article from savethefood.com

FOOD WASTE

Labor is wasted throughout
the entire food system supply
chain—farming, manufacturing
and distributing

On average, one person throws away
1,250 calories of food each day

What does this look like on the
individual level? On average, one
person throws out 400 pounds of
uneaten food each year, costing
them about $450 annually.

Energy is wasted
when food is unused

stories // understanding food waste

5

1. FREEZE IN PORTIONS
Think about real-life meal
planning when you freeze. For
instance, you probably won’t
need a whole loaf of bread at
once, so slice it up before you
pop it in the freezer. Then you
can toast it right from the freezer
a slice or two at a time. Use a
muffin tin to freeze stews and
chili in portions that are perfect
for lunch. Freeze berries on a
cookie sheet separately first and
then transfer them to a bag, so
they won’t all stick together in a
clump. You get the idea.

Food waste contributes to
more greenhouse gas emissions
than 37 million cars annually

Irresponsible and Expensive
Wasted resources due to uneaten food costs the U.S. about
$218 billion each year. We’re wasting money, trashing
resources and accelerating the changing of our climate.

Read more to discover how the
true costs of food waste add up.

stories // rooted in responsible food use

Sure a freezer is useful, but it’s
practically magic—a tool that
allows you to push the pause
button on food in your kitchen.
Check out these six tips to help
you get the most from your
friend, the freezer.

Additonal water and
energy gets wasted
during manufacturing

Food makes up 21%
of landfill content

Did you know that 40 percent
of food produced for human
consumption gets tossed out?
This makes food waste the
number one contributor to
landfills—accountable for one-fifth
of all U.S. landfills by weight.

10

4

Where should I store
my Avocados?

stories // understanding food waste

2. KEEP IT AIR-TIGHT
Less air means less freezer burn.
Freezer burn is what happens
when foods oxidize in the freezer
and looks frost bitten.

11

30

3. LEAVE ROOM FOR LIQUIDS
You may have learned in science
class that matter contracts when
subjected to lower temperatures,
but that’s not always true in the
kitchen. Most liquids expand in
the freezer, so leave about half an
inch at the top of containers to
account for this.
4. BLANCH
You can put most foods straight
into the freezer with minimal
preparation, especially if you plan
to eat them within a couple of
days. Most fruits and vegetables
benefit from the simple process
of blanching, which preserves
their quality, color and vitamin
content—particularly if they might
be in the freezer for a long time.
It takes a few minutes at the most:
you clean your produce, pop it in
a pot of boiling water, then cool
in ice water.
5. LABEL AND ORGANIZE
Label containers with contents
and date, and use clear storage
containers when possible so you

can easily see what’s inside. Lay
bags of leftover mashed potatoes
and tomato puree flat in the
freezer so they’re easy to stack.
You can use large containers
to partition your freezer by
food type, with areas for fruits,
vegetables and prepared foods.
As your commitment to freezing
grows, you can use a white board
on the freezer door to keep a
log of what’s inside. It even helps
with meal planning!
6. DEFROST SAFELY
You’ve taken care to freeze your
foods to their best advantage,
now give some time and
attention to proper thawing. The
safest ways to defrost frozen
foods are by placing them in the
fridge, in the microwave or in a
bowl of cold water. Food safety
experts do not recommend
thawing on the kitchen counter
or in warm water. And, yes, you
can refreeze your food, as long
as you’ve followed one of the
procedures to defrost it safely in
the first place.

Are my tomatos

still good?

What can I do with
wilted celery?

#AskALEXA

7

28% of farmland
grows food that we
never consume

The Art of Freezing

Wasting Food Wastes Everything
Every time a bag of lettuce is tossed aside, much more
than spoiled produce goes out the window. When we toss
food, resources are used in vain for growing, harvesting,
transporting, processing and storing food items.

article from savethefood.com

“ALEXA, OPEN SAVE THE FOOD”

21% of agricultural water gets
wasted when we throw out food

3.9 billion pounds of
nutrients are lost through
wasted fertilizer each year

Where should I
store my Avocados?

Labor is wasted throughout
the entire food system supply
chain—farming, manufacturing
and distributing

Sure a freezer is useful, but it’s
practically magic—a tool that
allows you to push the pause
button on food in your kitchen.
Check out these six tips to help
you get the most from your
friend, the freezer.

Additonal water and
energy gets wasted
during manufacturing

1. FREEZE IN PORTIONS
Think about real-life meal
planning when you freeze. For
instance, you probably won’t
need a whole loaf of bread at
once, so slice it up before you
pop it in the freezer. Then you
can toast it right from the freezer
a slice or two at a time. Use a
muffin tin to freeze stews and
chili in portions that are perfect
for lunch. Freeze berries on a
cookie sheet separately first and
then transfer them to a bag, so
they won’t all stick together in a
clump. You get the idea.

Food makes up 21%
of landfill content

On average, one person throws away
1,250 calories of food each day

Energy is wasted
when food is unused

Food waste contributes to
more greenhouse gas emissions
than 37 million cars annually

Irresponsible and Expensive

2. KEEP IT AIR-TIGHT
Less air means less freezer burn.
Freezer burn is what happens
when foods oxidize in the freezer
and looks frost bitten.

Wasted resources due to uneaten food costs the U.S. about
$218 billion each year. We’re wasting money, trashing
resources and accelerating the changing of our climate.
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3. LEAVE ROOM FOR LIQUIDS
You may have learned in science
class that matter contracts when
subjected to lower temperatures,
but that’s not always true in the
kitchen. Most liquids expand in
the freezer, so leave about half an
inch at the top of containers to
account for this.
4. BLANCH
You can put most foods straight
into the freezer with minimal
preparation, especially if you plan
to eat them within a couple of
days. Most fruits and vegetables
benefit from the simple process
of blanching, which preserves
their quality, color and vitamin
content—particularly if they might
be in the freezer for a long time.
It takes a few minutes at the most:
you clean your produce, pop it in
a pot of boiling water, then cool
in ice water.
5. LABEL AND ORGANIZE
Label containers with contents
and date, and use clear storage
containers when possible so you

can easily see what’s inside. Lay
bags of leftover mashed potatoes
and tomato puree flat in the
freezer so they’re easy to stack.
You can use large containers
to partition your freezer by
food type, with areas for fruits,
vegetables and prepared foods.
As your commitment to freezing
grows, you can use a white board
on the freezer door to keep a
log of what’s inside. It even helps
with meal planning!
6. DEFROST SAFELY
You’ve taken care to freeze your
foods to their best advantage,
now give some time and
attention to proper thawing. The
safest ways to defrost frozen
foods are by placing them in the
fridge, in the microwave or in a
bowl of cold water. Food safety
experts do not recommend
thawing on the kitchen counter
or in warm water. And, yes, you
can refreeze your food, as long
as you’ve followed one of the
procedures to defrost it safely in
the first place.

Are my tomatos

What can I do with
wilted celery?

still good?

The first style of the magazine uses
photography in a free and open manner.
Ample white space helps neutralize the
rich color palette of the food.

#Ask ALEXA
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Final Magazine Style

The final appearance of the magazine blends the
original two directions. Photography is a mix of free
flowing objects and images that flood the page. Bold
colors are used for both emphasis and organization,

NO. 1

— Rooted in Responsible Food Use —

while white space helps break the information.
Large shapes and images have softer edges to
create an inviting tone to help balance the more
serious food waste content.

2020
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written by founder Gabby Wilson

Ginger
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03
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Ginger Makes a Difference

Our Whole Carrot Soup makes
the roots and tops the stars of
this cozy, autumnal soup

Ginger is an environmentally
conscious grocery store focused
on thoughtful shopping.
Our store encourages and
simplifies meal planning,
educates shoppers about the
environmental impact of food
waste and gives back to those
who are food insecure.

16

Hear first-hand
stories from a
proud employee

32

Is your food burnt, too salty
or stale? Don’t toss it out; we
have tricks for food revival!

Deciphering Date Labels

Here’s the truth: expiration
dates have nothing to do with
food safety

Start Thinking Like A
Food Waste Warrior

Saving food starts with a
passionate, creative mindset
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Recipes
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Ginger Makes a Difference

Food Banks Need Us

Let’s work together to redirect
uneaten food to fight hunger
instead of the landfill

The Costs of Food Waste
Think Like a Food Waste Warrior
Food Banks Need Us

What To Do With Your
Leftover Pumpkin Pie

Meet a Ginger Associate

Breathe new life into leftovers
with this sweet curry recipe

18

Restaurants Serve Half Portions

Deciphering Date Labels
Food Storage Strategies
The Art of Freezing

What is Ginger doing to reduce
food waste?
Ginger is striving to eliminate all
in-store food waste by 2020. This
wouldn’t be possible without
our motivated employees. Our
associates compost the bruised
and rotten produce from our
store to prevent it from going to
the landfill. We also have a team
dedicated to collecting nearlyexpired food and ugly produce
to donate directly to food banks
to help those in need. Donating
foods near the end of their prime
helps prevent food from going
bad in the first place. These two
actions have resulted in Ginger
reducing food waste by more
than 43 billion pounds each year!

Pancakes and Banana Bread
Carrot Soup and Panzanella
Lemon Chicken with Asparagus

Alexa, Open Save the Food
Five Ways to Revive Food

Pumpkin Pie and Pumpkin Curry
Roasted Vegetable Salad

Why is Ginger considered a
generous brand?
Our food donation program is
our largest charitable effort. Last
year, Ginger donated $62,850
worth of food to local resource
ministries and food banks. This
was made possible through
monetary customer donations,
community food drives and our
employee-led food collection
initiative. Nothing is more
rewarding than redirecting food
to those in need. Discover what
food banks need on page 14.

labels, assist with meal portioning
and suggest storage techniques
to help keep food fresh longer.
Our store layout, signage and
self-building meal stations allow
guests to focus on meal planning
during their shopping experience
which instills good habits that
inherently limit individual food
waste. Additionally, we provide
our guests with delicious
recipes that utilize food scraps
to their fullest potential so less
gets tossed out. Check out this
month’s recipes on page 34!

How do customers play a role?
Statistics show that households
account for over 40 percent of
all food waste which is often due
to a lack of awareness and poor
planning. Because of this, Ginger
empowers their customers to
make a difference.

What is Ginger doing for the
local community?
Because we compost our
unusable produce, we can
provide nutrient-rich soil to
our local vendors, promoting a
circular economy. Not only are
we reducing waste, we are also
generating valuable resources
and supporting the local
community! Additionally, Ginger
hosts a variety of community
outreach events like food drives,
pop-up cooking classes and
education events at local schools.

Ginger’s awareness campaign
informs guests about the
environmental impact of food
waste and provides tips on how
they can make the most out
of their food. We work hard to
clarify the misconceptions of date
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Ugly Pasta and Scraps Falafel

stories // rooted in responsible food use
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28% of farmland
grows food that we
never consume

Storage Strategies
Eggs

Keep in a cold part of the
refrigerator in the original carton.
Never place in the door—even if
there’s space; it’s too warm.
Eggs should not be frozen in
their shells. Lightly beaten eggs
can be frozen in an airtight
container with 1-in headspace
or sealed in a zip-top bag with as
much air removed as possible.
Yolks can be frozen alone if
mixed with salt, and whites can
be frozen without salt.

Quinoa

Optimal storage is in an airtight
container in a dry, dark, cool
place, or freeze.

When freezing, wash, separate into
smaller florets, blanch, immerse in
ice water and drain until dry. Lay
florets out separately on a baking
sheet and freeze, then transfer to an
airtight container.
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Wasting Food Wastes Everything

Cheese is best stored loosely wrapped in
wax paper or parchment paper to allow it to
breathe, which likely means rewrapping it
once you get it home to get it out of plastic
wrapping. Wrapping it tightly in plastic traps
moisture, thus encouraging growth of bacteria
and mold. Store in the refrigerator drawer, if
possible, to reduce the chance that the cheese
will absorb other flavors.

Every time a bag of lettuce is tossed aside, much more
than spoiled produce goes out the window. When we toss
food, resources are used in vain for growing, harvesting,
transporting, processing and storing food items.

Grate or cube before freezing, then seal into
a zip-top freezer bag. Thaw in the refrigerator
and use soon there-after; the texture may be
compromised, so plan to use for cooking and
baking rather than straight eating.

All fresh and cooked pasta
should be refrigerated; keep
dry pasta in the pantry. Store dry
pasta in original packaging or
an airtight container; wrap fresh
pasta in airtight wrapping. Once
cooked, pasta is good in fridge
for 3 to 5 days.

Avocados

Store on the counter until ripe,
then refrigerate loose. Place in a
closed paper bag to accelerate
ripening (adding an apple or
banana will make them ripen even
faster). Do not refrigerate before
ripe because they will never ripen.
Store avocado products such
as guacamole with plastic wrap
pressed directly onto the surface
of the food to avoid browning. If
you find that an avocado is not
ripe enough after you’ve cut it
open, sprinkle the surface with
lemon or lime juice, close it back
up around the pit, wrap tightly
and place in the refrigerator.

FOOD WASTE

Bananas

Remove any plastic wrapping.
Store on the counter at room
temperature, away from other
fruit (unless you’re trying to ripen
those fruit). Once ripe, you can
store them in the refrigerator. The
skin may darken, but the banana
will be just right for several days.

Labor is wasted throughout
the entire food system supply
chain—farming, manufacturing
and distributing

Deli Meats

Additonal water and
energy gets wasted
during manufacturing

Food makes up 21%
of landfill content

Did you know that 40 percent of food
produced for human consumption gets
tossed out? This makes food waste the
number one contributor to landfills—
accountable for one-fifth of all U.S.
landfills by weight.
What does this look like on the
individual level? On average, one
person throws out 400 pounds of
uneaten food each year, costing them
about $450 annually.

Store prepackaged meat in original packaging; for
meat that is not prepackaged, keep in an airtight
container in either the shallow meat drawer or the
lowest shelf of the refrigerator.

21% of agricultural water gets
wasted when we throw out food

3.9 billion pounds of
nutrients are lost through
wasted fertilizer each year

THE COSTS OF

Pasta

Broccoli

Do not wash until ready to use.
Refrigerate in the original wrapping
or a breathable bag in the highhumidity drawer. Broccoli is at its
freshest during the first 5 to 7 days.

Hard Cheese

On average, one person throws away
1,250 calories of food each day

Read more to discover how the true
costs of food waste add up.

Energy is wasted
when food is unused

Food waste contributes to
more greenhouse gas emissions
than 37 million cars annually

Irresponsible and Expensive

Wasted resources due to uneaten food costs the U.S. about
$218 billion each year. We’re wasting money, trashing
resources and accelerating the changing of our climate.

advice // making food last
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The Ginger mobile app provides personalized inspiration throughout the
customers shopping experience. The app includes a food-search feature that
provides information such as aisle location, nutrition, storage tips and a few
recipes to make with the searched item. Shoppers can favorite meals and
build their digital cookbook as they fall in love with new recipes. The app also
includes an interactive meal planning calendar and grocery list so customers
can choose to meal plan at home.

HOME

NEWS

PLAN

YOU

News

Article

Suggestions

Meal Stations

LIST

SEARCH

LOYALTY

Impact
Reports

Product
Information

Rewards +
Coupons

Meal Stations

Rewards +
Coupons

Scan QR

Recipes

Recipes

Favorites

Impact
Reports

Custom

List History

Rewards +
Coupons

Portions

Favorites

Food Storage
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WIREFRAMES

Home Screen

The home screen includes
shortcuts to a wide-range of app
features and is personalized to
your Ginger account.
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Profile Screen
News Screen

You can visit this section to stay
in touch with your community’s
efforts to reduce food waste and
fight local hunger.

The profile section is customized
to you and your store. Here you
can view your food waste impact
and browse your favorited
recipes and foods.

Search Screen
Loyalty Scan Screen

The loyalty screen is a smart,
paper-free way to apply coupons
to a purchase in store and an
incentive to download the app.

Search for food or recipes to
easily add to your grocery list or
favorite for later.

Search Selection Screen

When you select the product
you were looking for, you can
find nutrition information, aisle
location, storage tips and even
recipe ideas.
57

Plan It! Screen

The plan it section is a great
way to plan your meals at home
and stay on schedule during
the week. It includes a calendar
and different methods of meal
planning for convenience.
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Option 2: Stations
Option 1: Daily

You can browse the daily meal plan
options which allow you to whip
up breakfast, lunch and dinner with
just one set of ingredients!

Browsing Ginger’s meal stations on
the app allows you to plan a delicious
pre-prepared meal before you even
step into the store.

Portioning Screen
Option 3: Recipes

Here you can select your favorite
recipes, and the app will portion
out how much you need to buy.

After selecting one of the three
options and picking your meal,
this final screen automatically
customizes your ingredient
quantity based off your guests
and desired leftovers.

Grocery List Screen

Easily upload your meal plan
before shopping and filter your
pre-portioned list by aisle to
maximize your shopping time.
59

STYLE

The second style uses soft,
rounded edges on images and
shapes to create a friendly tone.

ITERATIONS

The first style of the app uses
color bars to organize content
and suggest hierarchy, creating a
full and fresh aesthetic.
60
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Final App Style

The final appearance of the app mirrors the magazine
in that it uses free flowing photography and bold colors.
The app’s buttons use softer edges to create a call to
action and an inviting tone.
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making food waste
the #1 contributer
to U.S. landﬁlls

40%

of all food gets wasted in America

40%

Consumer households
are responsible for
43% of all food waste

of all food gets wasted in America

and grocery stores
account for an additional
10% of food waste

wasted food is a big deal...

If we could redirect just one-third
of food waste to people in need,
it would more than cover unmet
food needs across the country

With one in seven families suffering from hunger,

and save thousands
of resources from
being used in vain

Food Waste
Ag. Water
Farmland
Fertilizer
Labor
Energy
U.S. TOTAL

Meet

Bill

21%
28%
25%
14%
26%

Video Documentation

a niche grocery store
rooted in responsible food use

$218 Billi

on

Our employees move rotten
produce off the shelves and
into to compost bins

After a few weeks, we
return nutrient rich soil
back to our local vendors

EXPIRES:

EXPIRES:

3 DAYS

2.5 WEEKS

EXPIRES:

EXPIRES:

2 WEEKS

2 WEEKS

EXPIRES:
TOMORROW

COMPOST

TACOS

We work hard to combat food waste
in store and educate our shoppers to
waste less at home

Ginger also collects nearly-expired food to
donate to local food banks to ﬁght hunger
and prevent food from going bad

STIRFRY

PASTA

The video serves to highlight the severity of food waste, explain
the Ginger store concept and show how the app and magazine
work as a system with the brand to execute my design principles
of educate, inspire and give back.

1 Cup/Person
100 calories

Meal stations in
our store allow for
convenient prep

Joining Ginger also helps shoppers…
learn more about food waste

Meal stations in
our store allow for
recipe customization

Joining Ginger also helps shoppers…
discover food storage tips to get the most
out of purchases

Meal stations in
our store allow for
education on appropriate
meal portioning

Joining Ginger also helps shoppers…

become inspired by recipes that use food scraps

By assisting consumers with meal planning
during their shopping experience,
Ginger inherently limits individual food waste
since shoppers only buy what they need

Joining Ginger also helps shoppers…
read local stories about responsible
food use in the community

Joining Ginger also helps shoppers…
track their personal food waste impact
and easily learn their store’s impact

With the Ginger app, you
can even create meal
plans before shopping
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and easily transform
it into a perfectly
portioned grocery list

Join today to become
a food waste warrior!
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What is Ginger?

Ginger is an environmentally conscious grocery store
focused on thoughtful shopping. The store encourages and
simplifies meal planning, educates shoppers on food waste’s
environmental impacts and gives back to the food insecure
population. This niche grocery store allows consumers to focus
on meal planning during their shopping experience to instill
good habits that inherently limit individual food waste.

Poster Documentation

The poster gives an entry level idea to Ginger. It expresses the
problem of food waste and the opportunities for a grocery store
rooted in responsible food use. It highlights the touchpoints of
my store concept, brand, magazine and app through the story
of my design principles.

TO REDUCE

TO INSPIRE

TO GIVE

We understand that food waste is a
big deal. Ginger believes educating
consumers can make a difference.
Our grocery store system enhances
thoughtful shopping and empowers a
community of like-minded shoppers.

Our goal is to give customers new
recipes that use food to its fullest
potential. We provide creative tips
on how to properly store and revive
food. Ginger promotes a platform
that allows shoppers to share what
others are doing in the community
to combat food waste.

One in seven families face food
insecurity in the United States.
However, if we could redirect just
one-third of our food waste to
people in need, it would more than
cover unmet food needs.
Ginger works hard to redirect food
waste in store to those in need. Our
volunteer and employee programs
collect nearly-expired food to donate
to local resource ministries. We also
compost spoiled produce and return
bags of nutrient-rich soil back to our
local vendors.

The Magazine

The Live Ginger magazine was designed to educate readers on
the costs of food waste and on how they can work to improve their
own food waste impact. The magazine provides easy tips on how
to store and revive food. It also inspires customers with recipes that
use nearly-expired foods and food scraps to their fullest potential.

40% of all food in America gets
thrown out, making food waste
the #1 contributor to landfills.

On average, one adult throws out
400 pounds of uneaten food each
year, costing them $450 annually.

The App

The Ginger app provides personalized inspiration
throughout the customers shopping experience. The
app includes a food-search feature that provides
information such as aisle location, nutrition, storage
tips and even waste-free recipes. Shoppers can favorite
meals and build their digital cookbook. The app also
includes an interactive meal planning calendar and
grocery list so customers can easily meal plan at home.
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PROJECT

REFLECTION

Extensive
Research

Concept
Development

Brand
Identity

Magazine
Design

Mobile App
Design

Video
Design

Poster
Design

Process
Book Design

Week 1
Week 2
Week 3

Time management

I learned how to control my passion for the subject and not let my ideas and ambitions
overwhelm the 12 week timeline. I learned what was necessary to communicate my idea
and made educated decisions on what to sacrifice for sake of meeting a deadline.

Making the most out of feedback

Comprehending a range of feedback can be a tough nut to crack. I learned to listen
to the reason why people were offering suggestions rather than what they were
suggesting. Understanding the root of a suggestion helped me succeed.

Food waste is a big deal

My research on food waste taught me just how important it is
to make the most out of purchases. I will continue to spread
awareness and educate others on the subject.

Week 4
Week 5
Week 6
Week 7
Week 8
Week 9
Week 10
Week 11

Week 12
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